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SECRET SECTION 1 OF 2 MEXICO 3364

EXDIS:

SUBJECT: US TRAINING OF MEXICAN POLICE AS RELATED TO STUDENT DISTURBANCES

REF: A) KUBISCH/PETROW JUNE 17 TELECON B) MEXICO 3331 C) MEXICO 3330

FOR DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY HURWITCH AND PETROW

1. FOLLOWING REF TELECON THIS MORNING WE FOUND TWO BRIEF REFERENCES IN TODAY'S NEWSPAPERS - THE FIRST WE'VE SEEN - TO ALLEGED TRAINING IN US OF INDIVIDUALS LINKED TO JUNE 10 STUDENT DISTURBANCES. ONE WAS ON PAGE 14 OF EXCELSIOR WHICH REPORTED STUDENT MEETING JUNE 16 AT ZACATENCO CAMPUS OF NATIONAL POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE (IPN). AMONG POINTS DISCUSSED AT THAT MEETING BUT ACCORDING TO EXCELSIOR NOT APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY, WAS INIDENTIFICATION OF SEVEN PERSONS AS "CAPTAINS" OR "LIEUTENANTS" OF THE "HALCONES" AND A STATEMENT THAT THEY WERE "TRAINED BY THE CIA IN WASHINGTON.*" PAGE 46 OF LA PRENSA HAD SIMILAR BRIEF REFERENCE AND USED SEVERAL OF SAME NAMES, SAYING THESE INDIVIDUALS WERE DENOUNCED AS AGENTS OF "YANKI IMPERIALISM" AND THAT GROUP RECEIVED TRAINING IN THE US AND JAPAN IN FIRING WEAPONS. BOTH STORIES PLAYED UP DIAZ ESCOBAR'S INVOLVEMENT.

2. THESE BRIEF, INSIDE PAGE, PASSING REFERENCES IN OTHERWISE LONG NEWS STORIES WERE ALSO NOTED BY A
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REPORTER FOR ENGLISH LANGUAGE NEWS DURING A TELECON TODAY WITH EMBASSY SPOKESMAN, REPORTER MENTIONED NEWSPAPERS REFERENCE TO CIA AND US TRAINING WHICH SPOKESMAN PASSED OFF AS USUAL CHARGE OF CIA INVOLVEMENT WHENEVER DISTURBANCES OCCUR. REPORTER LET MATTER DROP.

3. FOUR OF NAMES IN NEWSPAPER ARTICLES ARE IDENTIFIABLE WITH PERSONS SENT TO US FOR POLICE TRAINING: LT. JAVIER CASTELLANOS AGUEROS, LT. MOISES CUAUHTEMOC GUZMAN TORRES, LT. JOSÉ LAMBERTO PONCE LARA, AND LT. FRANCISCO RICARDO VILLASENOR MOTA (SEE MEXICO'S 1927 AND 1924).

4. IN ACCORDANCE REF TELECON CHARGE MET WITH FONOFF UNDER SECRETARY GALLASTEGUI AT NOON TODAY AND, AMONG OTHER THINGS, RAISED THIS SUBJECT, PROVIDING GALLASTEGUI WITH CLIPPING OF EXCELSIOR ARTICLE MENTIONED ABOVE. GALLASTEGUI SAID HE HAD ALREADY SEEN ARTICLE AND WAS NOT SURPRISED THAT CHARGE RAISED MATTER. HE UNHESITATINGLY ACKNOWLEDGED THAT FONSEC RABASA HAD MADE INITIAL REQUEST FOR TRAINING TO AMBASSADOR IN JANUARY AND THAT HE HAD LATER RECONFIRMED TO DCM OFFICIAL NATURE OF REQUEST AND HAD ARRANGED FOR APPOINTMENT OF DIAZ ESCOBAR WITH EMBASSY. HE ALSO RECALLED HIS STATEMENTS TO US THAT PRESIDENT ECHEVERRIA PERSONALLY WANTED EMBASSY AND USG TO ASSIST WITH THIS TRAINING.

5. CHARGE EXPLAINED OUR CONCERN THAT EMBASSY AND USG MIGHT SOMEHOW BE LINKED WITH DIAZ ESCOBAR, WITH TRAINING OF "HALCONES," OR WITH JUNE 10 DISTURBANCES. POINTED OUT THAT SEVERAL OF NAMES IN EXCELSIOR ARTICLE WERE OF INDIVIDUALS OFFICIALLY ACCREDITED TO EMBASSY BY GOM AND HAD GONE TO US FOR POLICE TRAINING PROGRAM. GALLASTEGUI WAS TOLD THAT AS FAR AS WE KNOW NONE OF THOSE WHO HAD DEPARTED FOR TRAINING HAD RETURNED TO MEXICO AND THAT GOM WAS BEARING STUDENT EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH THIS TRAINING.

6. GALLASTEGUI WAS ASKED IF PRESIDENT ECHEVERRIA WAS FULLY INFORMED ABOUT POLICE TRAINING WE WERE PROVIDING MEXICANS AND HE SAID HE FEEL certain ECHEVERRIA
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KNEW ALL ABOUT THE TRAINING ALTHOUGH HE, GALLASTEGUI, HAD NEVER PERSONALLY DISCUSSED IT WITH THE PRESIDENT. HE INDICATED THAT FONSEC RABASA HAD, WHEN HE WAS ASKED IF SANCHEZ VARGAS ALSO WAS INFORMED HE SAID HE DID NOT KNOW. WHEN ASKED IF MEXICANS HAD ALSO GONE TO OTHER COUNTRIES FOR TRAINING AS WE HAD BEEN ASSURED THEY WERE, HE REPLIED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE SAYING THAT GROUPS HAD ALSO GONE TO FRANCE, ENGLAND, AND JAPAN.

7. GALLASTEGUI WENT ON TO SAY THAT GOM'S REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE IN POLICE TRAINING HAD BEEN A LEGITIMATE ONE, THAT APPROPRIATE GOM AUTHORITIES HAD WANTED TO SELECT CERTAIN INDIVIDUALS TO GO ABROAD AND STUDY THE LATEST POLICE TECHNIQUES, COVERING VIRTUALLY ENTIRE RANGE OF POLICE ACTIVITIES, AND RETURN TO MEXICO LATER THIS YEAR TO ASSIST IN THE REORGANIZATION AND MODERNIZATION OF MEXICO CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT.

8. CHARGE SAID THAT WE HOPED NO ATTEMPT WOULD BE MADE IN MEXICAN COMMUNICATIONS MEDIA TO TRY AND LINK EMBASSY OR USG WITH "HALCONES" OR LAST THURSDAY'S STUDENT DISTURBANCES BECAUSE OF OUR ASSISTANCE TO DIAZ ESCOBAR AND OUR TRAINING OF INDIVIDUALS NOMINATED TO US BY GOM. GALLASSETGUI SAID HE UNDERSTOOD SUCH CONCERN. CHARGE SPECULATED THAT ENTERPRISING REPORTERS MIGHT BE ABLE TO FERRET FROM VARIOUS SOURCES, SUCH AS RELATIVES AND ASSOCIATES, FACT THAT FOUR CITED LEADERS OF "HALCONES" ARE RECEIVING USG TRAINING IN WASHINGTON AND THAT NEXT STEP MIGHT WELL BE TO LINK USG WITH BLOODY REPRESSION OF JUNE 10. IF THIS WERE TO HAPPEN, CHARGE ASKED, WHAT WOULD GOM DO? CHARGE SAID THAT EMBASSY AND USG NATURALLY WOULD PREFER NOT TO HAVE TO ISSUE ANY KIND OF STATEMENT CLARIFYING THE MATTER, MAKING IT CLEAR THAT WE HAD NO CONNECTION WHATSOEVER WITH DISTURBANCES -- ALTHOUGH THIS POINT WAS LEFT HANGING IN MID-AIR AS THOUGH USG HAD NOT RULED OUT SUCH AS POSSIBILITY IN ADVANCE. CHARGE WENT ON TO EXPRESS VIEW THAT IF CHARGES WERE IN FACT MADE AGAINST USG IN MEXICAN PRESS IT WOULD APPEAR FAR BETTER FOR GOM TO TAKE WHATEVER STEPS SEEMED NECESSARY AND APPROPRIATE TO SET RECORD STRAIGHT.
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GALLASTEGUI SAID THAT MATTER WAS SUFFICIENTLY
SERIOUS THAT HE WOULD HAVE TO DISCUSS IT WITH FONSEC
RABASA, WHO IN TURN MIGHT ALSO WANT TO CONSULT
PRESIDENT ECHEVERRIA. HE ASKED THAT EMBASSY AND USG
MAKE NO PUBLIC STATEMENT OR COMMENT ABOUT MATTER UNTIL
HE WAS IN TOUCH WITH US AGAIN LATER TODAY AS OF
6:30 P.M. WE HAVE STILL NOT HEARD FROM HIM.

10. IN ACCORDANCE WITH HIS REQUEST AND REF TELECON
WE ARE MAKING NO STATEMENTS OF ANY KIND TO PRESS, NOR
EXCEPT FOR BRIEF PASSING MENTION BY NEWS REPORTER
INDICATED ABOVE, HAVE WE HAD ANY FURTHER INQUIRIES.
HOWEVER, FOR REASONS INDICATED IN THIS AND REFTELS
WE ARE OF OPINION THAT PRESS WILL NOT LET ALLEGATION
OF USG INVOLVEMENT PASS UNNOTICED, AND THAT WITHIN
NEXT TWENTY-FOUR TO FORTY-EIGHT HOURS SOME ACTION WILL
HAVE TO BE TAKEN TO DEAL WITH SIEMPRE AND POR QUE
AT LEAST CAN BE EXPECTED TO GIVE FEATURE PLAY TO
THIS STORY, AND OTHER PRESS NOT LIKELY TO IGNORE IT.
HOPEFULLY GOM WILL TAKE WHATEVER ACTION NECESSARY
BUT IF NOT, OUR BEST OPTION MAY WELL TURN OUT TO BE
ISSUING STATEMENT CONTAINED MEXICO: 3331, OR SOME
VERSION OF IT. IN ACCORDANCE KUBISCH/PETROW
TELECON WE WILL CONSULT WITH DEPARTMENT BEFORE
ACTUALLY RELEASING SUCH A STATEMENT; HOWEVER, SUCH
CONSULTATION MAY HAVE TO BE ON EXTREMELY SHORT
NOTICE, AND WE WILL APPRECIATE DEPARTMENT'S READINESS
TO MOVE QUICKLY IF CIRCUMSTANCES SO REQUIRE.